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ABSTRACT

In the process of designing internal combustion engine, piston ring plays an important

role in fulfilling the requirements of camber gas sealing, friction reduction and lubrication oil

consumption. The goal of this thesis is to have a better understanding of the ring behaviors under

different working conditions in a structural level. This thesis is an extension of existing ring

design tool. A model is built up to simulate the processes of changing ring states from one to

another such as free or fit the ring. It revealed the sensitive characters of the piston ring tip; it

expanded the field of application of the existing piston ring design tool; it also investigated the

ring bore interaction in more conditions.

This work removed the symmetric assumption in the existing tool. A new method that

calculates ring free shape and ring bore contact force from ring ovality data is introduced for the

first time. The analysis of ring bore interaction is widened. The model was applied to an industry

ring design case. In this case it shows the free and fit procedure in this model is physically and

mathematically reversible. It shows these procedures are direction independent. The contact

force distribution changes when the ring is moving within the distorted bore. It also changes

when the wetting or roughness situation is different. This model can calculate the ring free shape

from asymmetric measured ovality data. It can also retrieve the desired contact force from it.

The piston ring design tool is updated and implemented with these highly appreciable

new features. This complete package has high efficiency and a wider practical field.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Piston rings are precisely-made components which help the engine harness the energy

contained in the fuel, convert it into useful power and reduce the friction that the piston

encounters during the vertical reciprocating movement in the cylinder [1]. The main functions of

the piston rings are to seal the combustion chamber, transfer heat to the cylinder bore and control

the lubrication oil consumption.

In order to investigate the performance of the piston ring, a design tool is needed to

simulate the mechanical behavior of piston ring in different working conditions and its

interaction with the cylinder bore. By analyzing the ring performances such as chamber gas

sealing, heat transfer and oil control, an optimized ring free shape should be calculated by this

tool as a reference for ring manufacture purpose. Contrarily, this tool should be able to calculate

the ring bore interaction by using the measured ring data which might include the shape of the

ring and the pressure composed on the ring under different working conditions. This design tool

should also be able to prove its feasibility in many ways.

The goal of this work is to develop a calculation network connecting different ring

working conditions. Currently there is a ring design tool from Liang's work [2] but some design

paths are missing, for example, to calculate the ring free shape from measured ring ovality data.

There are many ways of designing a piston ring, which means there are many starting points that

engineer can use as the input. Industry can set up certain goal such as retrieving an even ring

bore contact force distribution as the starting point for design, then calculate the corresponding

ring free shape. They can also base on other measured ring working conditions such as ovality

state as the initial states of a design circle.

In this chapter, the goal of piston ring design is addressed first; different types of piston

ring and ring states are introduced. Two common starting points of piston ring design are

explained and the objectives of this thesis work are stated.



1.1 Piston Ring Design

There are several piston ring design considerations. A good design should meet certain

criteria and goals.

The finished piston ring should conform to the cylinder bore well. A larger clearance

between them can cause gas blow by and oil leakage and consumption; it can also increase the

noise of piston. Insufficient clearance can cause the piston to seize in the cylinder and increase

the friction force [3].

The assembled ring which is pressing against the cylinder wall must generate enough

contact pressure that seals the high pressure combustion gas. In order to seal the combustion

chamber, an inherent pressure should be applied on the ring. Generally the diameter of a free

piston ring is larger than the bore. It requires a significant force to compress the piston ring to a

smaller diameter so that it can be assembled in the cylinder and provides the desiring pressing

pressure. This inherent pressure, or called initial internal spring force, is generated by this

squeezing process and it is determined by the shape of the free ring. For example different free

ring gap size can provide different inherent pressure. The bigger the gap size, the more force is

needed to compress the ring and the more inherent force is, if the closed gap size is the same.

The task of piston ring design is to give the free ring shape that has the desired properties. Here

ring shape means the trajectory of the cross section CG of the ring.



1.2 Types of Piston Rings

Typical piston ring pack system includes three types of ring in today's automobile

application.

Top ring (compression ring) as shown in figure 1-1 is the top or the closest ring to the

combustion chamber. It is exposed to the combustion gas and a lot of chemical reactions. Top

ring has the highest operation temperature and it also transfer most of the heat from piston to the

cylinder wall. The cross section of the first ring usually is rectangular or keystone. The main

function of top ring is to seal the combustion gas and provide a mild scraping behavior to prevent

any excess oil from reaching the combustion chamber.

rrJflr nrI&
face

running face
running face

Figure 1-1 The running face and cross section of the top ring [4]

The second ring as shown in figure 1-2 is the next ring away from the piston head. It is

also known as Napier ring or scraper ring. [5] The inherent tension in the second ring will give

the undercut bottom side a scraping effect to scrap the oil downward and provides a consistent

thickness of oil to lubricate the top ring. It also serves to complement the top ring in its sealing

function. This taper face profile also allows for a fast running-in period.

runnig face
running face

Figure 1-2 The running face and cross section of the second ring [4]
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The third ring oil control ring as shown in figure 1-3 often has two lands, called twin land

oil control ring. Lubricating oil is important to reduce operating friction, make the engine

efficient, serve to cool critical engine components and trap harmful dirt particles. It helps the

piston to slide without making direct metal to metal contact and the friction force is reduced

dramatically. However, it is also desirable to keep this amount of oil to a minimum. To allow the

flow of excess oil back to the oil reservoir, holes or slots are cut into the radial center of the third

ring. Some of the oil control rings are utilized a spring expander, which usually contains multiple

slots or windows to return oil to the piston ring groove, to apply additional radial pressure to

increase the unit pressure applied at the cylinder wall.

S1 N arrow Ty pc

Figure 1-3 The cross section of twin land oil control ring [4]



1.3 Piston Ring in Different Working Conditions

A piston ring can be in various types of working conditions. It can be in a free state that

no external force or restriction is opposed on the ring [6]. Another commonly used state is

ovality state when the open joints in the periphery of the ring are closed by tightening a flexible

band which packs from outer surface of the ring. After the ring is assembled into the cylinder

bore and interacts with it [7], the state of the ring is called conformability state in this thesis.

Free state is the state when all the constrains and external pressure are removed from the

ring, the corresponding shape is called ring free shape. Piston ring is often produced following

the pattern of a well designed ring free shape. The important parameters of this state are the

radius between the ring and the design center and the ring gap size. Figure 1-4 shows some

common used ring free shape vocabulary.

Peripheral Ring width (h,)
sur f ace Back of

the ring

But t ends

tede f(aces

thickness (a) Periphera I edges

Figure 1-4 Common used free ring vocabulary [5]

Ovality state as shown in figure 1-5 is the state when the ring gaps are forcing to close by

a flexible band coating on the outside surface of the ring. This ovality state is commonly seen in

manufacture process because the ring shape and the force which is used to close the ring gaps are

easy to measure. This force is called tangential force is the main parameter of the ovality state,



also is the ovality ring shape. A very important property of the ovality state is that the pressure

acting on the ring is uniformly distributed even if the ring shape is not nominal circle.

Figure 1-5 An ovality ring measurement [2]

Conformability state as shown in figure 1-6 is the state that after the ring is mounted on

the piston and released to interact to the cylinder bore. Piston ring at this state can have twisting,

losing contact with the bore or tilt against the wall due to the bore distortion and asymmetric

characteristic of the ring cross section [2]. Contact force and ring bore clearance is important at

this state for piston ring behavior analysis.

Figure 1-6 Assembled ring after interact with the bore with axial life and twist angle [21



1.4 Starting Point of Piston Rings Design

Industry usually wants to design a piston ring that after it interacts with the cylinder bore

it generates certain contact force distribution along the circumference, for example, an even

contact force distribution. The question is that based on this initial ring state, how we can find

the corresponding ring free shape. Once the piston ring following this free shape design is

produced, after it is assembled back into the cylinder, the desired even contact force distribution

should be retrieved as it is designed in such way. Some other types of initial force distribution

are also used as shown in figure 1-7. What types of contact force distribution to choose is

determined by the related simulation results such as oil consumption or ring bore conformability.

1)

Constant Pear shaped' Apple-shaped'
pressure distribution pressure distribution pressure disLribution

Figure 1-7 Various types of desired piston ring contact pressure distribution 141

Assuming the ring free shape is calculated and the ring is finally made, what industry

usually does is to close the free ring into ovality state then measure the requiring tangential load

and the ovality shape. This is because tangential load and ring ovality are two important ring

properties. The method of measuring ovality shape is mature and the data are easy to get. It is

nature to use these ovality data to do ring analysis, for example, calculating the ring free shape or

contact force. Then these results can give valuable feedback to the design. The challenge here is

that ovality state is usually asymmetric which the existing tool cannot handle.



1.5 Objectives of the Thesis Work

The existing piston ring design tool developed by Liu can be used in a very wide range of

application [8, 9]. The major functions are [2]:

1. Given theoretical contact force, calculate the ring free shape;

2. Given theoretical ring free shape, calculate the contact force;

3. Given theoretical ring free shape, calculate the ovality shape.

There are some limitations of the existing tool:

1. The given input information such as theoretical contact force or ring free shape must

be symmetric, the procedures as free or fit the ring need to fix the symmetric center of

the ring, ring back;

2. If given ovality data, it cannot calculate the ring free shape;

The challenge is all the measured ring data in industry are asymmetric, either the

measured ring free shape or ovality shape. If we can remove this symmetric restriction, the ring

design tool can be used in a much larger region. This also means that theoretically we can deal

with any type of ring shape under any type of pressure distribution.

Another challenge is how to simulate the ring behavior from ovality shape. Since the

ovality shape data are often used in industry, there is an urgent need for the simulation that uses

ovality data as input. Once we can calculate the ring free shape from ovality, the related contact

force can also be calculated. This contact force can be used to compare with the desire contact

force in design stage. Thus a calculation network can be developed. Each node in this network

can validate or give reflection of whether the initial design is good or not.

Based on these considerations, the objectives of this work are:

1. Remove the symmetric assumption from the existing tool so that the tool can be used

on arbitrary ring under certain pressure distribution, especially on the industry

measured data;

2. Calculate the ring free shape from the ovality shape, then calculate the related ring

bore interactions such as contact force and clearance;



3. Build a calculation network connecting different ring states: free state, ovality state

and conform state.

During the process of developing this new tool, we also discovered some important ring

characteristics in structural level:

1. Ring tip is very sensitive to many situations. Small amount of error near the ring tip

region can contribute huge difference to the final result such as contact force. Such

situations are: the location of the ring tip, the way of calculating the curvature near

ring tip and the position of the nominal bore where the ring is put at;

2. In the process of handling the ring, certain procedure such as free and fit (which will

be addressed later) must be reversible, if not the procedure will lose its credibility;

3. Changing the environment between the ring running surface and the cylinder bore can

affect the contact force in several ways. For example: rotating the ring, ring moves

reciprocate within the bore, changing ring bore roughness and changing lubrication

oil distribution.

The combination of these objectives will come with an analytic numerical package that

can be used to analyze the ring behavior from different ring initial states and validate these

behaviors in different ways. And these ring characteristics will play an important role in building

up the model; they also give the basic assumption.

Chapter Two will discuss how to discretize the piston ring and its pressure distribution.

FEM will be used and the method will be explained briefly. A 3D version of beam element will

be chosen as our model. The issues, which need special attention related to the discretized piston

ring will be explained. Chapter Three explains two major procedures we used to change the ring

state: free procedure and fit procedure. How they are carried out will be discussed in detail.

Additionally, the choice of bore position and the equivalence of these two procedures are also

addressed. Chapter Four is focusing on ring bore interactions. Two models: asperity contact

force model and hydrodynamics lubrication model are explained. The conformability calculation

is explained. By changing the ring environment such as rotating\moving the ring within the bore,

changing roughness and oil distribution, we can show how the ring reacts to them. Chapter Five

will give an industry application to show how this new model works.
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Chapter 2 Discretization of the Ring

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, as the first step of mechanical analysis, the piston ring is discretized into

discontinuous elements. A 3-D straight beam element is used in considering the slender character

of the ring. The local coordinate and the DOF (degree of freedom) are set up. The continuous

initial pressure distribution is also discretized. The way how the global stiffness matrix is

assembled is explained. The mathematical foundation of straight beam model is described. At the

end, a discretized ring free/fit procedure is recapped [2].

To analyze the mechanical behavior of the piston ring in a structural level, the first step is

discretization. A proper type of element should be chosen to discretize the ring. From geometry

wise, this type of element should be precise enough to represent the changing of the shape of the

ring. From physics wise, the continuous pressure acting on these elements should be discretized

into discontinuous node forces which are still in mechanical balance.

Straight beam model is used in the following analysis. This type of element mainly

supports compressing, stretching and twisting in axial direction and transverse bending moment

[10]. The relation between displacement and force is developed with stiffness matrix. After

carefully chosen the local node direction, a global stiffness matrix can be expressed which will

be used together with the proper DOF set up to solve the displacement and force vector.

When the ring state changes from one to another, for example from ovality state to free

state, the displacement of certain node points are very large. In order to use the classic FEM

which is based on small displacement assumption, a discretized procedure should also be

introduced in order to prevent large displacement during the procedure. A step-by-step method

[2] is used here. Taking free procedure for example, instead of freeing all the nodes at a time,

one node is released at a time. When the force and moment are balanced again, the next node is

released [2]. This will guarantee each step the shift of the ring shape is under small displacement

restriction.



2.2 Geometry Discretization

For the first step, the piston ring is divided into many elements in circumferential

direction. Because the length of typical piston rings in cross section direction is much smaller

than the length in the circumferential direction, a beam element model should be suitable here.

Each element of the ring is considered as a straight beam which is a slender member that is used

for supporting transverse loading. 3-D straight beam element model is used with the virtue of

suitability and high calculation efficiency [11]. Beam element model requires that the length of

the element's axial direction should be three times larger than that in the cross section direction.

Follow this criterion a reasonable mesh size is chosen to discretize the ring.

The setup of the DOF of each node is important. Displacement freedom in

circumferential direction allows the element free from compression or stretching; the

displacement in radius direction determines whether the element is tilting away or bending

inward to the bore. Also the bending angle decides the local curvature of the ring; the twisting

angle shows how the ring behaves under either asymmetrical cross section condition or distorted

bore environment. The common part of DOF set up of the two mean procedures which will be

explained in next chapter is:

1. Nodes are allowed to move in circumferential direction;

2. Cross section is allowed to bend freely.

Figure 2-1 Ring geometry discretization (before vs. after)



2.3 Force Discretization

The piston ring is under continuous pressure distribution. This continuous pressure needs

to be discretized into node force. Figure 2-2 shows the even pressure distribution condition.

There are two elements at each sides of the node point. For the left side element, the pressure on

the right half of the element is chosen, so does the left half of the right side element. Then the

pressure integral of this region in this case which is force times element length is calculated as

the node force acting on the support of the node. Figure 2-3 shows the case that the two adjacent

elements are not in the same direction. In this case the average force value and direction of these

two elements are taken as the node force [12].

f f f

Figure 2-2 Force discretization when the directions are the same on two elements (before vs. after)

Figure 2-3 Force discretization when the directions are different on two elements (before vs. after)

Figure 2-4 shows a non-uniform pressure distribution case. As it shows the integral of the

pressure distributed on both halves of two elements are takes as node force.



F3=Jfd

F2=avesp( fd, fdll)

Figure 2-4 Force discretization when the continuous pressure is non-uniform

At the node points of ring gaps, taking an even pressure distribution for example, the

converted node forces should be half of the other node forces since there is only half element left

for discretization. Because of the existence of the ring gap, the actual node force should be

bigger in order to maintain force balance:

F / 2(cos a) -> F / 2 (2.1)

Where a is half of the ring gap angle, F is the force on other nodes rather than tip nodes as shown

in figure 2-5, the ring is balanced by these forces.

F/(2cosa)
2a

F

F/(2cosa)

Figure 2-5 Ring tip node force modification



2.4 Displacement and force

Each beam element has 12 displacements, correspondingly there are 12 forces acting on

these directions. The relationship between displacement and force is established on Galerkin's

Method [10]. Three groups of independent relations are explained as below.

Stretch/Compress [13]:

R A* Ee

Node 1

,5 P

Node 2

Figure 2-6 Stretch/Compress of a beam element

As shown in figure 2-6, the element is under stretching/compressing. Displacement

vector and force vector of these two nodes named Nodel and Node2 are:

(2.2)

Assuming the relation between nodes displacements and element displacement field is:

(2.3)u'(x)= ao + a,x

We have the relationship between the displacement field and node force:

(2.4)

Corresponding strain field and stress field is:

Element potential energy can be written as:

due'(x)
e' (X) =[-1 / leI l qe

dx )

o-'(x) = E' -s(X)

(2.5)

q' = [i (52] , P' =[gi g2 ]T

u'(x)-[1-x /l' x /l']- q'



H 1fe oe(X).Ee(X).AedxpeT  qe IqeT. eK .qe -pe T .qeI - - Adx- Pq -q
2 2

(2.6)

Where the element stiffness matrix is:

K = EA [
I -e

-11
ij

Where E is the Young's module, A is the area of the cross section, 1 is the element length.

Bending: [13]

E0, A,

02 V

Node 1 Node 2

Figure 2-7 Bending of a beam element

As shown in figure 2-7, the element is under bending. Displacement vector and force

vector of these two nodes named Node l and Node2 are:

(2.7)

q=[v v2 ]T, pe =[p MI P2v M 2 ]T

Assuming the relation between nodes displacements and element displacement field is:

v'(x)= ao+alx+a2x2 + a3x3

We have the relationship between the displacement field and node force:

(3{2 - 23)

Corresponding strain field and stress field is:

d 2Ve(x)
(x = -j = -j[(12) - 6) /le2X

a-'(X) = E' -s.6e'X

(6 - 4) /l e -(1 2 - 6) / le2

(2.8)

le({-2{2 +{3)

(2.9)

le 3 -{2 . e (2.10)ve(X) = [(1- 3{2 + 2{3)

(6 - 2) /l'] -q'e(.1



Element potential energy can be written as:

' -- qeT K .qe pe T .qe (2.12)
2

Where the element stiffness matrix is:

12 6l' -12 6l1

K e = EeI, 6l' 41e2 -61e 2(e2.1
jl -12 -61' 12 -61'

[6l' 2Y2 -6l' 41e2

where I is the principle moment of inertia.

Twisting: [10]

Figure 2-8 Twisting of a beam element

As shown in figure 2-8, the element is under twisting. Displacement vector and force

vector of these two nodes named Node 1 and Node2 are:

q'-0, P'[a M ] (2.14)

Element potential energy can be written as:

'- e q eT- K e.qe -Pe T qe (2.15)
2

Where the element stiffness matrix is:

= e (2.16)



Where G is the Twisting module, J is the torsion factor.

Assembly three working conditions together as shown in figure 2-9:

y2 U2

Oy2
z

0

A; y

Figure 2-9: 3-D beam element displacements

Displacement vector and force vector of these two nodes named Node 1 and Node2 are:

v1 Wi 1 0,O)1 0z1 N2 v2 V2 (x2 0 y2 0z2

Pe L1 Pvl P M M V' '2v2 w.l2 12 y 2012x 1) w

We can have the stiffness matrix for a single beam element assembled as: [13]
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2.5 Coordinate Transformation

The nodes displacements in local coordinate can be written as:

qe =[(u1  VI W1  
0 x1 0 y1 0 z1 U2 V2  'V2 Ox 2 0 y2 Oz 2

1 2x 1)

Let:

= [ v1~ w1 ~i OxI Y1 Uz1 u 2  V2 IV2 Ox2 0 y2 0 z2
0 2x 1)

to be the nodes displacement in global coordinate.

We have:

-eT eT eT
q =T' q,

eT = TeT peT

K eT =T' e KeT -

(2.19)

(2.20)

(2.21)

Where:

T=
(12x12)

~A
(3x3)

0

0

0

0

(3x3)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(3x3)

(
(303

cosoyY)
COS(:J-)

cos(x, )
cos(v, )
cos( :,)

(2.22)

So the stiffness equation is written as [13]:

(2.23)

The definition of local coordinate system for a freed element is different than the fixed

one, as shown in figure 2-10. For freed node, the x axial of the local coordinate is the same

direction of the element; for the fixed node, the y axial of the local coordinate is pointing towards

the nominal bore center.

K" -.q = p'



Bore Center Bore Center

Figure 2-10: Local coordinate definition of fixed node and freed node



2.6 Global Stiffness Matrix and Boundary Conditions

The next step is to assemble the global stiffness matrix from the elements matrixes: [14]

E i' E , 4 )
Ej3 Ej4

ED E14 +E 21

(2.24)

The force vector also needs to be assembled:

F <- (fe+Te)+P (2.24
e

Then we have:

H =-QTKQ -QTF (2.2(
2

Note that K is a symmetric matrix. The potential energy can be written in expanded form as: [6]

1
H = -(QKQ, +QK 12Q2 +...+ QKINQN

2
+Q2K21Q1 +Q 2K22 Q2 +...+Q 2K 2NQN

5)

(2.27)

+QNKNIQ1 + QNKN 2Q 2 .''QNKNNQN)

Then the boundary condition is substituted into the expression above, we obtain:

H = -(aKQ, + aIK 2Q2  + aKINQN
2

+Q2K21a +Q 2K22 Q2 +...+Q 2K2NQN

+QNKNIal +QNKN 2Q2 ±...QNKNNQN)

-alfl +Q2 2+...+QNFN

The displacement has been eliminated in the potential energy expression. Following the

requirement that a minimum value implies that:

(2.28)

6)



= 0, i= 2,3,...N
dQ,

K 2 2Q2 ... + K 2NQN = F2 - K 21a

K32 Q2 +...+ K 3NQN = F - K,a,

KN 2 Q2 +...+KNQN = FN KNIa

The final FEM equations can be written as:L K2
K32

KN 2

K 23 ... K2N Q2  F2 -K,a

K 2  ... K3N 3. _ -K

KN3 .. QN FN - KN1 a,

(2.31)

And the reaction load can be calculated as:

(2.32)

Since then the displacement vector, force vector and the reaction loads are all calculated.

The matrix of this equation is symmetrically banded; we use skyline solution to store the

matrix and LU decomposition to solve the equation. [14]

We obtain:

(2.29)

(2.30)



2.7 Step-by-Step Ring Free/Fit Procedure

As figure 2-11 shows that the displacement during the procedure of free/fit the ring is

quite large especially near the freed tip. Obviously it doesn't obey the small displacement

restriction of FEM. In order to restrict the shifting of the ring shape in a small amount of

changing, a step-by-step procedure is used here [2]. This method is widely used in FEM to solve

large displacement problem. Taking ring fit procedure for example, the solid line with node

points on it is the ring free shape; the dotted line is the nominal bore that we want to fit the ring

to. The basic idea is that fix one of the ring tip at the nominal bore first; the node next to it will

be fit into the nominal bore. As shown in the figure the displacement at this step is small. Then

this node is fixed in radius direction, the corresponding reaction load and the displacement field

will be calculated and used as the initial state of the next step: fitting the next node point. Iterate

this procedure until the other ring tip is fitted into the bore. It can be seen as a discretized

procedure.

Node 1 (Fixed)

Ring Tip (Fixed) 
Ring Tip (Fixed)

RinRing (Fiid (Fxd

SI Node(Fixed)|

Ring Tip (Fixed)

Figure 2-11 Step-by-step ring fit procedure



2.8 Conclusions

In this chapter, the geometry of the ring is discretized by a 3-D beam element because

this type of element in FEM can efficiently describe the ring structural behavior. The DOF of the

mesh nodes is set up in order to allow the node points move in circumferential direction and

bend freely.

The initial pressure distribution on the ring is discretized also under the requirement that

the force and moment should always be balanced. The ring tip elements should pay attention to

because the existence of ring gap. The way of treating non-uniform pressure distribution is

taking the pressure integral on both half elements on each side to be the node force.

The relationship between displacement and a single type of external force of the beam

element is explained in a mathematical way. The global stiffness matrix is assembled by local

element stiffness matrixes on which the coordinate transformation are preformed. The definition

of local coordinate is different for fixed nodes and freed nodes.

The final global FEM equations are set up and solved using LU deposition. How to

apply the known boundary conditions which are constrains in the matrix solving is also

explained. Finally a step by step free or fit procedure is used because by this mean the ring can

avoid large displacement in a single calculation step so that the FEM can be valid.



Chapter 3 Ring Free/Fit Procedures

3.1 Introduction

After the piston ring is discretized, FEM can be used to change the state of the ring. For

instance the ring can be freed from its ovality state to free state; the free state can also be fitted

into a nominal bore. The purpose of these two procedures is to get the ring prepared for the next

simulation step: interacting with the cylinder bore.

The function of free procedure is to simulate the process that removing all the restrains

and pressure that opposing on the piston ring. It will eventually generate a ring shape which has

no external pressure nor restrains. This shape is called ring free shape. The purpose of free

procedure is to calculate a ring manufacture reference. If a theoretical pressure distribution ring

is freed, the ring made in this free shape is supposed to have the same pressure distribution after

it is assembled into the nominal bore. Also, if the ovality ring is freed, after the free shape is

closed by a flexible band, it should have the same ovality.

The function of fit procedure is to simulate the process that fitting the free ring into a

nominal bore shape. It will generate an intermediate ring state which has certain restrains on the

ring node points and fitting force that maintain the geometry of the ring as same as the nominal

bore. The purpose of fitting procedure is to give an initial state for ring bore interaction analysis.

The reason of doing this is that we cannot simply insert a free ring or an ovality ring into the bore

because the shapes are very different, which will break the small displacement requirement in

FEM. Instead we can easily insert this intermediate ring into the bore because the only geometry

different between the bore shape and the fitted ring is bore distortion which is relatively small.

The fitted ring can be achieved from free ring within limited steps of small displacement shifting.

The initial restrained ring shape or its pressure distribution doesn't have to be symmetric

anymore. This is due to the ring tip curvature assumption which is a basic assumption in this

thesis work. The choice of bore position will obey this assumption which will be issued below.

These two procedures are physically reversible. Some validating methods are taken to

prove this point mathematically.



3.2 Bore Position

The position of the nominal bore is important to bore free and fit procedures. As the

research shows, the behavior of the piston ring, especially around the ring tip, is very sensitive to

where we put the bore. Figure 3-1 illustrates that different bore position can result in very

different fitting force.

Fitting Force Fitting Force

SFFitting Force

Bore position Bore position
Bore position %

I%

Figure 3-1 Differernt bore position results in different fitting force

The existing tool chooses to place the nominal bore at the back of the ring, as shown in

Figure 3-2. Because there is a symmetric restriction in the existing tool, the ring back is defined

as the symmetric center of the ring. It is also the symmetric center of the pressure distribution.

By placing the bore at the ring back, and fixing ring back node at the same time [2], we can

actually take only half of the ring to run the simulation.



Fitting Force

Ring Back (Fixed)

Fitting Force

Figure 3-2 Bore position: at the ring back

The tool this thesis developed will put the bore at the ring tip, as shown in figure 3-3. The

bore diameter is known, the information of the ring tip node and the node next to it is also known.

If we assume the element between tip node 1 and tip node 2 has the same curvature as the

nominal bore, the center of the nominal bore then can be calculated.

Calculated
bore center

Tip node 2

i
lip node 1

Figure3-3 Bore position: at the ring tip

Here we introduced a basic assumption in this thesis that the ring tip element has the

same curvature as the nominal bore. As a matter of fact, ring tips cross sections always have no

internal or external stress. Therefore the elements near the ring tips have very small pressure



distribution. In other word, there is little force near the ring tip to change the shape of it. In fact it

doesn't change much during most types of ring working conditions. If the ring is in the

intermediate state mentioned above, which is fitted ring, the curvature of the ring tip is the same

as the nominal bore. Since these state changes, which might be free or interact with the bore or

close by flexible band, will have negligible impact on the curvature near the ring tip; we can

assume that the curvature of the ring tip are the same in different ring states. And the boundary

condition at the fixed ring tip is: position and tangential direction are fixed.

Since the node point near the

step is zero, as shown in figure 3-4.

ring tip is placed on the bore, the fitting force of the first

First step fitting force is zero since
this node is on the bore

Figure 3-4 Ring tip bore position and the fitting force

Based on this assumption, the symmetric requirement is removed. Any ring shape under

any pressure distribution can be used as the initial state for free/fit procedure.



3.3 Free Procedure

The ring is under certain pressure distribution and constrains, and the geometry of the

ring is known too which can be asymmetric. An important task is to calculate the shape of the

ring when all the pressure and constrains are removed. The purposes of doing this are: giving a

free ring profile for production; giving an initial state for the following fitting procedure.

At the beginning, all the node points are fixed. All nodes have node force which is

discretized from pressure acting on them. As the first step, one of the ring tips is freed in radius

direction. This is done by posing a same large force but with opposite direction on the node. As

shown in the equation below, F, is the force.

K I
K13

K12

K14 + K2 1

K23

K22

U','

U1,2

Un,' 2

-F

0

0

(3.1)

The displacement vector u can be calculated to update the nodes'

then calculated to update the initial node force:

-F

F,1,2

F

coordinate; the reaction load is

(3.2)

Iterating till the last node but one is freed; the free shape of the ring is then calculated. Figure 3-5

and Figure 3-6 illustrate this procedure.



Figure 3-5 Free procedure 1: release restrain, add opposite force, solve displacement

Figure 3-6 Free procedure 2: solve reaction load, update geometry and initial force



3.4 Fit Procedure

Now the free shape of the ring is known. The ring is totally released and has no external

force or constrains. The purpose of fit procedure is to mount the ring into a nominal piston,

preparing an initial state to interact with the bore. This fit procedure is the opposite way of free

procedure.

One of the ring tips is constantly fixed. The node which is going to be fitted is allowed a

displacement towards the center of the nominal bore. This displacement is give by the radius

difference between nominal bore point and actual ring node point. The corresponding reaction

load can be calculated:

KII K12 0 u11 F,1

K13 K14+ K2 K2 0 F,,

K23  ... ...

... K n3 ... ...

0 Kn2 Kn4  0 0 (3.3)

But now we need to use the calculated reaction load to calculate the accurate

displacement back. The reason is that the amount of given displacement mentioned above has a

small circumferential direction component which is ignored in the last step purposely for

convenient purpose. This step is actually serving as iteration to get a more precise displacement

field. The new displacement will be used to update the coordinate rather. However, in the

existing tool, the estimate displacement is used. This is the major improvement. Then the

stiffness matrix is also updated. The reaction force will be used as initial force for the next

iteration:

K' K'12  0 0 F,1

K'13 K'14 + K'21 K'22  u02 1  F,,

K 23  ... ...

.. K n3 ... ...

0 K'n2 K'n4  0 0 (3.4)

Iterating till the last node, the ring is fitted into the nominal bore. Figure 3-7 shows this

procedure.



Figure 3-7 Fit procedure: solve displacement and reaction load, update geometry and initial force

There is fitting force wave propagation in this procedure. The absolute value of the

propagation force decreases as the fitting process approaches to the other end of the ring tip as

shown in Figure 3-8:
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Figure 3-8 Fitting force marching, direction from right to left



3.5 The equivalence of Free and Fit procedure

These two procedures are designed to be equivalent and reversible. In another word, the

initial ring shape and pressure distribution can be retrieved from performing fit procedure on the

freed ring. There are two requirements to guarantee the reversibility of these two procedures.

First of all, the DOF set up of each node should be opposite in these two procedures, as

shown in Figure 3-9:

2 DF 2 DOF
Dis. 

4

Figure 3-9 DOF set up (free vs. fit)

Secondly, the equation set up of these two procedures is equivalent, as show in table 3-1:

Table 3-1 Equation set up (free vs. fit)

Free the ring Fit the ring:

Nodes not freed: Nodes been fit:

{x=O (BC), y} {fx, fy} {x=O (BC), y} {fx, fy}

Nodes freed: Node being fit:

{x', y'} {o,O} {x=xi (BC), yi} {,0}

Solve displacement: Nodes not been fit:

{y, x, y'} {x, y'} {0,0}

Solve reaction force: Solve displacement:

{rx} {y, yi, x', y'}

New displacement field: Solve reaction force:

{x+x', y+y'} {rx, rxi}

New force field: New displacement field:

{fx+rx, fy} {xi+x', y+yi+y'}
New force field:

{fx+rx, fyi+ryi}



In order to validate the reversibility of these two procedures, the initial force and the

fitting force are compared. As figure 3-10 shows that they are almost the same.

Initial force and fitting force

- initial force
- 5ttng force

- .11.

100 150 200
angle (degree)

250 300 350

Figure 3-10 Initial force and fitting force comparing

The ring is also freed and fitted back in for many times, the difference between the initial
force and the final fitting force is within acceptable range. See figure 3-11.
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Figure 3-11 Initial force and fitting force after 5 times repeat comparing
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3.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, a basic assumption of this thesis work is introduced that the curvature of

the ring tips are the same in different ring states. Based on this assumption, the free and fit ring

procedures are built up. They are different from the existing tool. Instead of fixing the ring back

node to carry out the process, new method fixes one of the ring tip. This method also removed

the symmetric ring assumption. The nominal bore therefore needs to be put at the tip location.

The center of the bore is calculated using the first ring tip geometry information and the radius of

the bore.

The detail iteration processes of free and fit procedure are explained along with the

procedure of solving the corresponding equations. A fitting force propagation was found during

the fit procedure. In order to explain the equivalence of fit and free procedure, how the DOF and

equations set up are discussed. A repeat fit-free the ring back and forth experiment shows that

they are mathematically reversible.
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Chapter 4 Ring Bore Interaction

4.1 Introduction

There are many important piston ring design characters. For example, ring bore contact

force, the clearance between ring and bore, curvature of the ring and ring stress distribution. All

of these characters are of great interests. Therefore, a model which can simulate the interaction

between the ring and the bore correctly needs to be chosen. It might take many situations into

considerate such as solid contact friction, heat transfer, gas pressure and oil lubrication.

The real cylinder bore is not perfect rounded and smooth. The bias is due to the

mechanical and thermal distortion, which is called bore distortion. This imperfection makes the

behavior of the ring much more complicated. For example, some parts of the ring might tilt away

or against the bore due to the distorted curvature of the bore. The region that the ring tilt away

may lose contact which will harm the gas sealing and oil control functions of the ring cause more

gas blow by or oil consumption. The region that the ring tilt against the bore may generate huge

contact force with will cause serious wearing of the ring that will decrease the durability of the

engine. Therefore it is necessary to analyze the ring behavior while taking the bore distortion into

consideration.

Several sub-models such as asperity contact force model, hydrodynamics pressure model

are used in the ring bore interaction analysis. We call it conformability analysis because the

characters we calculated such as clearance and contact force are ways to describe how well the

piston ring conforms to the cylinder bore.

It is also important to know the stress distribution of the ring. The sensitivity of the ring

tips sheds light to the credibility of the main ring tip curvature assumption in this thesis. It is also

with many interests to exam how the ring behaves when it is rotating or moving reciprocates in

the bore. If the space between the ring and the bore is partially lubricated rather than fully

flooded, how the contact force will change is also discussed in this chapter.



4.2 Bore Distortion

Because of certain mechanical and thermal reasons, there will be distortions which make

the cylinder bore not perfect rounded. These distortions have always been an important subject to

investigate because they play a big role in combustion gas sealing, friction control and oil

consumption.

5
X10 -1 1 1

0
0.5

x 10

Figure 4-1 Cylinder bore distortion [21

The bore distortion can be expressed as a serial:

dB = 32 cos[2(O + a 2)] +t3 cos[3(O + a3)]+14 cos[2(O+ a 4)] (4.1)

Where dB is the bore distortion, 0 is the circumferential location, 8i is the magnitude of the ith

order bore distortion, and a is the corresponding phase angle relative to the gap location [2].



4.3 Asperity contact force model

The Asperity contact pressure between the mounted ring and the distorted bore is

modeled theoretically by Greenwood and Tripp (1971) [15]. A simple numerical correlation of

this theory provided by Hu is used here. The asperity contact force can be expressed as: [16]

K -E1l1-v2)- A(Q-hlo-)z hlo-!M
PC0 h / > Q (4.2)

Where pc is the asperity contact pressure, a is the combined surface roughness, h is the nominal

clearance between the ring running surface and the bore, z and A are the correlation constant, K

is surface-asperity related characteristics and E is Young's module.

Whenever there is no oil in between the ring running surface and the bore, the asperity

contact force model is used. These regions are called dry regions. If the clearance between the

ring running surface and the bore is larger than 4a, it will lose contact which means there is

asperity contact force [17]. If the clearance is very small sometime it can be negative, there will

be large contact force. There is a regulation mechanism to prevent it from happening.



4.4 Hydrodynamics Lubrication Model

If there is lubrication oil in between the ring running surface and the bore, a simplified

hydrodynamics lubrication model [30,31] will be used here to calculate the hydro-pressure.

These regions are called wet regions. As shown in figure 4-2:

P1

2h

h

Figure 4-2 Simple Hydrodynamics Lubrication Model

Where pl, p2 are the gas pressure, U is the sliding speed, h is the local clearance. Then

the volumetric flow rate can be calculated as [20]:

h 2  dx-(P2 -P1 )

f = x, 12p dx
x> h3 (4.3)

The pressure distribution can be written as:

ap 12p U
ax h 2 4.4

Then the integral of the wet region can be calculated to contribute together with the

asperity contact force.



4.5 Conformability Calculation Results Analysis

Here a theoretical symmetric ring with symmetric initial pressure distribution is taken as

an example for the first stage of calculation.

Contact force distribution [18]: It shows the contact force between the running surface of

the ring and the cylinder bore in radius direction. As shown in figure 4-3:
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Figure 4-3 Contact force in radius direction

Clearance [19]: It shows the clearance between the running surface of the ring and the

cylinder bore in radius direction. As shown in figure 4-4:
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Figure 4-4 Ring bore clearance in radius direction

Piston ring stress [2]: It shows the stress distribution on the ring cross section on ID and

OD. As shown in figure 4-5.
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Piston ring cross section forces [2]: There is no internal force at the ring tips. The internal

force in radius direction (shown in figure 4-6 with green line) and the bending moment in radius

direction (shown in figure 4-7 with blue line) reach its maximum value at ring back. The internal

force in circumferential direction (shown in figure 4-6 with blue line) reached its minimum value

at the ring back.
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Figure 4-6 Internal forces and moment along the ring

Piston ring curvature: As shown in Figure 4-7.
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Figure 4-7 Curvature comparing between freed ring and nominal bore



4.6 Ring Rotation and Reciprocating Moving

To simulate the rotation of the ring within the distorted bore is a reasonable way to show
the influence of distortion to the contact force. Instead of changing the actual ring position, the
phase of the bore distortion is changed for a whole circle.

90

6pm

270

Figure 4-8 Changing distortion phases to simulate rotating effect of the ring

Figure 4-9 shows the contact force of two different phase positions of the ring after it is

released in a distorted bore.
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To simulate the piston ring moving reciprocate in a distorted bore is another way the

show not only the influence from the distortion but also from the CA. The working gas pressure

is different from each CA, and the temperature is also different.
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Figure 4-10 Contact force at CA 0 and CA 200



4.7 Influence from the roughness and partial wetting

The asperity contact force model takes roughness as a critiria. If the clearance is bigger

than four times of roughness, it reduces to zero. So roughness plays an important role in

comformability analysis. Figure 4-11 shows the different contact forces due to different ring bore

surface roughness. As we can see, the smoother the cylinder bore is, the shaper the contact force

is; the rougher the cylinder bore is, the smoother the contact force is.
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Figure 4-11 Contact force with different roughness (smaller vs. bigger)

If the lubrication oil is filled in between the cylinder and the bore, the hydrodynamics

pressure will be generated. This pressure pushes the ring away from the bore, the clearance

between the ring and the bore will be increased. Therefore the asperity contact force will be

reduced. If some regions have too much oil, the ring will eventually lose contact with the bore at

those regions.

The purpose here is to observe how the distribution of the oil does influence to the

asperity contact pressure. The ring is divided into 8 regions along the circumferential direction.

Some of the regions were chosen to be dry, which means the oil film thickness is zero. The other

regions are filled with oil with given thickness. As shown in Figures 4-12 and 4-13, it is obvious

that the contact force will be reduced in those regions filled with more oil.
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Figure 4-12 Oil film thickness and the contact force distribution 1
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Figure 4-13 Oil film thickness and the contact force distribution 2



4.8 Conclusions

In this chapter, a serial is used to describe the bore distortion. Asperity contact force

model and hydrodynamics lubrication model are introduced which will be used in the

conformability calculation. The basic idea is that asperity contact force will be generated where

the clearance is smaller. The hydrodynamics force will be generated where the space between the

ring running surface and the piston bore is filled with oil and the piston has a sliding speed.

The conformability calculation gives the information like contact force, clearance, ring

cross section stress and ring curvature. The phase of the bore distortion is changed to simulating

the rotation of the ring within the bore. As the ring moving with the CA vertically in the cylinder,

we can see the contact force changes with the chamber gas pressure, gas temperature and the

instantaneous bore distortion information. If the region is wetted by oil, the asperity contact force

will decrease. If the oil film is thick enough, the ring will lose contact with the bore.



Chapter 5 Case Study

5.1 Introduction

This chapter will go through a real case to show how the new piston ring design tool

works. The task here is to calculate the ring bore contact force distribution from a set of

measured ovality ring data. Then the calculated contact force will be compared with the

theoretical initial force distribution in the design stage. If the new tool works well, these two

results should be similar.

Our goal is to design a way of simulation starting from measured ovality data and ending

with calculating contact force. The new tool can use any type of ring under arbitrary pressure

distribution as input; in this case the measured ovality data is the input. The first challenge here

is that the measure data is very noisy. A filter must be developed first to make the data smoother.

As mentioned before the ring tips are very sensitive parts of the ring. Different ways of

filtering can result in different shapes of ring tips. Since the data are obvious asymmetric, we are

going to fix the ring tip node to carry out our simulation. Thus the basic ring tip curvature

assumption must be met. The second challenge is to choose a proper filter which can smoother

the measure data in the mean time make the curvature at the ring tip equals to the nominal bore.

After the input data are prepared, the ovality ring is freed first to generate free ring. This

free shape is fitted into a nominal bore. Then the conformability calculation can be carried out.

The result will be compared with the theoretical one.

There are three types of ovality: Negative, Positive and Zero. Negative ovality means the

diameter goes through the closed ovality ring gap and the ring back is smaller than the diameter

in the other vertical direction. Positive means larger and Zero means they are the same. The

comparisons of contact force, fitting force, clearance and curvature of these three types of ovality

could be a good inspiration.



5.2 Measure Ovality Shape Filter

The measured raw ovality data is noisy as shown in the figure 5-1. Obviously a filter is

needed to smooth the data. There are many choices of filter. However, only the filter which can

make the curvatures near the ring tips equal to the nominal bore is the type of filter we want.

This is due to the basic assumption in this work. We found out the following method can fulfill

our needs.
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Figure 5-1 A sample measured ovality data

Step 1: In this case the measure ovality data is the variation of radius. First of all,

the variation data are shifted to make the variation at one of the ring tip equals to zero.

See figure 5-2.
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Figure5-2 Measured variation data shifted to zero at the ring tip

Step 2: Reasonable amount of node points are selected evenly from the shifted data. Then

a spline filter is operated on these sample data point to give us a much smoother data. See figure

5-3.
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Step 3: However, at this step, we cannot guarantee the curvature at the ring tips are equal

to nominal bore. Besides, there are still many high frequency noises in the spline filtered data.

Spline filter is used to makes the curvatures at the tips equal to the nominal bore. FFT filter is

chosen to eliminate these waves. Since FFT filter can only be operated on periodical data, we flip

the data to make it periodical. As shown in figure 5-4, the left part of the curve is the original

data. We change the sign of the data, flip them from side to side, and move them to the right,

then connect them with the original one. Now the data are periodical.
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Figure 5-4 Flip the data to make it periodical
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Figure 5-5 FFT Filter



A spline-FFT filtered data is prepared for the following calculation. Figure 5-5 shows the

difference between spline filtered data and spline-FFT filtered data.

There are three types of ovality ring as mentions in the introduction part. They are shown

in the red curve in figure 5-6. The data used here is the spline-FFT filtered data. It is interesting

to notice that the flipped part, which is the blue curve, turns out to be an opposite ovality ring

type to the original red one.
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5.3 Result Analysis

Curvature of ring ovality shape and the ring free shape:

As shown in figure 5-7 and figure 5-8, the curvatures near ring tips change little from

ovality to free shape. It's a strong proof of our assumption.
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Figure 5-7 Negative/Zero/Positive ovality ring free shape curvature
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Figure 5-8 Negative/Zero/Positive ovality ring free shape curvature
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Fixing one of the ring tips, the ring is fitted into the nominal bore. Figure 5-9 shows the

final fitting force on the ring. In order to prove that the fitting procedure does not depend on the

choice of direction, we fix another ring tip, correspondently move the bore position next to that

ring tip then fit the ring. Comparing these two fitting forces as shown in figure 5-10 we can find

they are almost the same. Thus the fitting procedure can be said as direction independence. This

is a strong prove to the removal of symmetric assumption in the new tool.
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Figure 5-9 Freed Negative/Zero/Positive ring fitting force
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Figure 5-10 Comparing he fitting force fit from different tip of the ring

Ring bore clearance and contact force:



Clearance is shown in figure 5-11 and contact force in figure 5-12. As we can see, the

bigger the clearance is, the smaller the contact force. In some cases the ring tips lose contact with

the bore (tilt away) therefore there is no external force near the tips and the curvatures remains

the same as its free state.
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Figure 5-11 Radius clearance between the Negative/Zero/Positive ring and the bore
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Figure 5-12 Contact force comparing of Negative/Zero/Positive ring

Contact force and initial force distribution in design stage comparison:



As shown in figure 5-13, the calculated contact force can capture the major

characteristics of the initial force distribution. Especially when the initial force is distributed in

bigger wave length as cosine wave, for example, the zero ovality ring. The reason is that those

high frequency waves are filtered by the FFT filter mentioned above.
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Figure 5-13 Comparing the calculated contact force with the designed theoretical contact force
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5.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, the model we built is used on a real industry ring design case. The

measured ovality raw data is noisy and a proper type of filter is created. There are two purpose of

this filter: First, to eliminate those high frequency noises in the data make them smoother enough

to calculate; second, to make the curvature and the ring tip equal to the nominal bore. A spline-

FFT filter can lead to good result.

The filtered asymmetric ovality shape is freed node by node, results in a free ring. This

freed ring is fitted onto a nominal bore then released to interact with the distorted bore. The

conformability calculation is preformed on three different types of rings: negative/zero/positive

ovality rings. The contact force, clearance and curvature of the rings are compared. The

calculated contact force is similar to the designed initial force distribution which means the

method of calculating contact force from measured ovality data is valid.



Chapter 6 Summary

In order to enable us to use the industry measured piston ring ovality data to simulate the

behavior of ring bore interaction, a model needs to be built up to calculate ring bore contact force

and clearance using these ovality data. This model should also be able to connect different types

of ring working conditions together such as free ring, ovality ring and conformability ring.

The measure raw data is very noisy and asymmetric. A proper filter is needed to filter the

raw data to make them ready for calculation. The choice of the filter is not arbitrary; it depends

on certain boundary conditions. By experiments this boundary condition is found to be suitable:

ring tip curvature is the same as the nominal bore.

The filtered ovality data is ready. First step is to fix one of the ring tips then free the ring

node by node using FEM. After all the forces and constrains are released, the ring free shape is

calculated. The second step is to hold the same ring tip, put the nominal bore in a proper position,

and fit the ring back to the nominal circle node by node. By doing this the ring can be prepared

to interact with the distorted bore without large displacement. In order to validate these free and

fit procedure are physically reasonable, an equivalent test is carried out to prove they are correct:

free and fit the ring back and forth the fitting force and the initial force are the same; the fitting

forces are the same by fitting the ring from each tips. Finally, the fitted ring is ready to interact

with the bore. The contact force, clearance, ring tension and curvature are calculated.

The measured ovality ring is a real industry design which means the free shape of this

ring is designed to have a desired pressure distribution with the nominal bore once it is put into

the cylinder. This means the ring is made following the designed free shape. The free shape

calculated by the free procedure above matches this designed free shape. The contact force

calculated by the fit procedure above matches this desired contact force. These two results

proved that method in this work is correct. Besides, this model provides a network of calculating

these ring working states, as shown in figure 5-1.



During the experiments, some interesting phenomenal was noticed. Ring tips are critical

regions, they can contribute huge contact force if they are tilting against the bore or they can lose

contact if they are tilting away. Bore position is critical, if the position didn't obey the basic

assumption in this work, ring tip curvature is always the same as the nominal bore, and the result

would be unreasonable. Ring tips are also sensitive to the way their shapes are filtered from raw

data, if the filter is off the assumption, the result might also be far away from expecting.

Certain parameters were changed to show how the ring bore interaction changes with

them, such as roughness and oil wetting condition. The piston ring was also forced to move, both

rotating and reciprocating moving in the cylinder. The resulted contact forces are analyzed.

All of these new features and experiments are integrated into a efficiency code package.

Many different ways of ring design can be chosen freely. This work has appreciating practical

value in the automobile industry.
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